Ford 8n carburetor diagram

This page was placed last in the list on purpose. Don't worry, the information about adjusting
your carb is on this page way down at the bottom. But 99 percent of the time, the problem is
somewhere else. Think about it a second. What are the chances that the carb has all of a
sudden become misadjusted? All those little spring-loaded adjusting screws just started
re-adjusting themselves, right? We often use those adjustments to make our engine run better
because it is easier to turn an adjusting screw than anything else. These adjustments can
compensate for and mask other problems. But, when we are eventually forced to find and fix the
real problem, we will now have to readjust the carb. This is at least twice as much work as
staying on top of the regular maintenance. Always start by looking for and fixing the most likely
problems like fuel supply, clogged filters, corroded connections, burnt points, fouled plugs, etc.
This trouble-shooting guide assumes your tractor ran well recently and just won't start. If your
tractor has been getting harder and harder to start and hasn't had any maintenance in months,
we may want to back up a few steps. Did you just power-wash or sand-blast it? Has the tractor
been in a flood? After cranking the engine, carefully check for excessive temperature at the
connections of your battery cables. Your cables may be too small and your connections may be
less than perfect. Remember, 6 volt systems draw more amperage. All wiring and connections
should be as close to perfect as you can get 'em. Is the battery dead? Check it with a voltmeter.
Batteries don't work that way. At anything less than 5. The battery might be too weak to crank,
and fire the engine. Cranking significantly reduces the power available to make good sparks. It
is possible to jump-start a 6-volt tractor using a 12 volt battery. Instructions for that are HERE.
Engine turns over but won't start, you smell gas. Did you forget to turn the ignition on? The
start pushbutton simply grounds the terminal from the solenoid, so these engines will crank
with the ignition turned off. I have occasionally put the key in, turned on the gas, climbed on,
put it in neutral, stepped on the clutch, grabbed the choke, hit the start button, and proceeded
to flood the engine. I don't know why, but it has happened enough times that I put it here. If
nothing else, you can have a good laugh at my expense. If the tractor has been sitting for some
time, it is likely that your gas has gone bad or has water in it. Drain and replace the gas with
new. There is a drain plug on the bottom of the carb that will let you drain the entire system and
fuel tank into a can. Stick a fresh set of Autolite plugs in it also. If you keep your fuel tank more
than half full you should have less problems with bad gas. Won't Start, water in distributor cap If you have trouble with your tractor during high-moisture times like, after a good rain, snow, or
after power-washing it, check inside the distributor cap for moisture. Dry it all out inside maybe
put a fresh set of points in it and you should be on your way again. This seems to happen more
with the front-distributor engines. Replacing the gaskets on the coil and distributor cap should
make the distributor assembly more waterproof. Won't start, weak or no spark - run a jumper
across the ignition switch terminals and try it. If it starts, replace your ignition switch. Don't
leave the ignition switch jumpered for long periods with engine off or you could fry the points
and the coil. If it wasn't the ignition switch, check for voltage at the small wire on the coil. On a
side mount, look very closely at the wire coming from the coil to the distributor. This wire often
gets damaged where it passes through the distributor housing. This will cause an intermittent
failure that can be very hard to find because almost anything you touch could seem to make it
run better for a moment or two. On a front mount, this same problem is often caused by
grounded points where the capacitor connects or the coil spring connector on the bottom of the
coil is not making good contact with the points just stretch the springy thingy a little. The
front-mount square-can coil is also not a very durable part and some of the replacements seem
to fail right out of the box. So, even if you just replaced the coil, you might want to try a different
one. My 8N is very forgiving. Even if I have flooded it, all I have to do is shove the choke lever
back in and it starts with a big cloud of black smoke, cough, choke, gasp. Some engines just
won't start until you put in a fresh set of plugs. Use Autolite plugs. They run a little hotter and
stay cleaner. If your tractor starts, but you still have problems, here are the most common
symptoms and solutions. Fuel trickles but won't flow. T ractor is flooded, gas leaking out of
carb. Float valve in carb may be stuck whack side of carb with a wooden hammer or screwdriver
handle. L eaking or cracked manifold, B roken wires from distributor to engine, I ncorrect firing
order should be front to back , G rounded or loose points. Many of these tractors have
replacement Zenith Carbs. Some people claim the Zenith is an upgrade. I'm not sure. Anything
may seem like an upgrade when you are replacing a dirty, worn-out carb with a new one. One
very important internal adjustment you should check is the float setting. Many people don't
have a tool that will span both slots in the float valve seat. They often fail to get this part
screwed all the way in. Many rebuilt carbs have failed and been sold because of this. Make a
special screwdriver tool that will span both slots to fully tighten the seat and gasket. I have used
something as simple as a dime in a pair of locking pliers. The image provided below is looking
at the front end of the carb, the engine would be on the right side of the image if shown. Here is

another picture. For the Zenith replacement carb, adjusting screws are in similar locations. For
a new or rebuilt carb, I use the following bench adjustments to start: 1 â€”Turn the IDLE SPEED
screw all the way out and then turn it in slowly until it just makes contact with the pin and the
throttle plate is fully closed. Don't try to bend the pin, it will snap off! These settings should be
darn close for most engines that are in good condition. If any setting is much off from these, I
start looking for the problem. The carb is a pressure-balanced system so things like a bad
gasket, cracked, or warped carb casting will prevent it from working properly. Usually the
problem is dirt not cleaned out of a passage. I'm Guilty, somethime close enough is good
enough for me. Especially when the snow is falling and I gotta get to work. The Marvel Schebler
carb is very simple to adjust, but it can seem to be a very contrary beast. Many people are used
to automobile engines that typically idle around RPM. You can turn it all the way in or all the
way out with very little noticable effect on the engine. My initial bench setting should idle at
around RPM. That way I can do most of my initial engine break-in on a new rebuilt engine before
I make final adjustments to the carb. That does not work for the Ford 8N Tractor because this
carb does not have an accelerator pump. If you tune this tractor carb like your old car, it will act
very fussy every time the throttle is opened. Adjusting to the rich side helps, but it is normal for
these engines to hesitate if the throttle is opened too quickly. When you do that the idle will
usually be a little higher. Do that about 3 or 4 times to get the tractor worked down to a slow idle
between and RPM. Some engines will go all the way down to RPM, but I feel that makes them
too easy to stall. Properly tuned, the engine should accelerate smoothly, without smoke, as you
advance the throttle lever from idle to full throttle. Please keep in mind that you are not working
on a race car. Instant responsivness to sudden throttle movement is not normal operation. You
just want smooth acceleration and deceleration when the throttle setting is changed. Sounds
simple at first. It is almost exactly the same as for the idle mixture screw, "Turn the adjustment
screw in until the engine just begins to lose power, then turn the screw out until the power picks
up and the engine runs smoothly. The only problem is they want you to do this with the engine
running at governed speed under full load. I have not figured out how to crawl up on the hood to
adjust the throttle while pulling a plow in second gear. If you cannot get any adjustability out of
the idle mixture screw, then you probably have a blocked idle passage or vacuum leak that is
throwing everything off. It may be time for a carb rebuild. Occasionally you may notice a fully
warmed up engine that won't run right or seems to run a little better when you hold the choke
knob out a bit. Don't immediately start adjusting your carb. This is more often a sign that you
need to clean and adjust your points. Do that first. If the problem goes away, great. If that fixes it
but the problem comes back in a few days, I suspect you have a rusty tank and the fuel filters or
fuel line are getting clogged up. If your carb needs rebuilding, no reason you cannot do it
yourself. The instructions with the kits are sadly lacking, so I've attempted to fill in some of the
blank space with a carb rebuilding page HERE. Optimized for Firefox. All Tradenames and
Trademarks referred to on these web pages are the property of their respective trademark
holders. None of these trademark holders are affiliated with this web site, nor is this site
sponsored or endorsed by them in any way. All email addresses for this web site are set to
agressively block ALL unsolicited advertising, sales pitches, nuisance web service offers, and
other spam messages. I do not, and will not respond to the few that manage to make it thru the
filters. If you have any questions, or problems with this site, please send me a message:. If you
are trying to start a tractor that hasn't run in years, is years behind on maintenance, or has just
been involved in a fire, flood, sand-blasting or other foul weather, GO HERE FIRST After
cranking the engine, carefully check for excessive temperature at the connections of your
battery cables. Here is a laundry list of other things to check before you start adjusting the carb:
T ractor is flooded, gas leaking out of carb. Here is the carb adjustment procedure you came
here to get! Optimized for Firefox All Tradenames and Trademarks referred to on these web
pages are the property of their respective trademark holders. The castings and finishing are
often mis-aligned. Holes that are not properly centered in the castings make the parts weak in
critical areas. Some people claim the Zenith is an upgrade. Anything will seem like an upgrade
when it replaced any dirty, worn-out carb with a clean one. Most of the original or new
aftermarket carbs sold for these engines can perform equally well, as long as they are properly
checked-out, cleaned, and tuned. They were used on a wide variety of vehicles for many years.
That is good, there are plenty of used carbs, and replacement parts available. Maybe not so
good when many rebuild kits are now "universal" and may not have the proper size jets.
Changes made to the C that were intended to maximize efficiency caused too many problems.
Ford soon issued Service Bulletin with instructions to re-install the econ jet and restore the "C"
carbs back to "B" specifications. You may need to tap the hole in the top plate to accept the
econ jet. Usually found at hobby supply stores. The mm size eqivalent is 0. Guitar string is my
first choice. A set of flare-nut wrenches may save you from rounding off those soft fuel line

fittings. Wear safety glasses. There is a Basic Kit that should sell for around half what the
complete kit costs. The kits are a good deal if you actually need everything in the kit. In most
cases, even the basic kit will have more parts than needed. All of the individual gaskets and
parts are available for purchase separately. If a kit has new jets, verify that the new jets have the
correct size hole before discarding any old jets. A1â€”Find a small fuel-resistant plastic or tin
container. About quart size should do it. Remove the carb drain bolt and let it drain into the can.
When the fuel stops, this should confirm that your fuel valve at the tank actually closes off the
fuel completely. If not, you may need a much bigger can, so you can drain the tank and replace
the valve. Mission creep strikes again. A2â€”Remove the fuel line at the carb fitting. Please use
a flare nut type wrench, so you don't immediately round off the corners of the nut. A tight-fitting
open-end wrench may work ok, as long as the nut wasn't previously tightened by a gorilla.
A3â€”This is a good time to start snapping some photos. Digital photos are free, so there's no
reason not to photograph everything as it comes apart. The photos can save a lot of
head-scratching later. This is especially true when mission creep sets in, and it's over a year
later that you are putting things back together hint hint. A4â€”Next remove the linkage and air
tube. Linkage rods have spring-loaded ends that fit over a ball joint. Pull the end and rod in
opposite directions, the socket should then come right off the ball stud. Loosen the air tube
hose clamp at the carb and pull the air tube off. You may need to loosen more of the clamps or
even cut the hoses if they are really old. A5â€”Remove two nuts at the manifold and the carb
should drop right off in your hand. Catch it before it hits concrete. It may take a little prying to
free the manifold gasket. Use your third hand to do that. The studs should stay in the carb. No
need to remove them unless they are damaged and need to be replaced. A6â€”Take the carb to
your work bench. There is usually some fuel still in there and of course fuel vapor is explosive
so don't light a cigarette yet. Hopefully this carb is in a lot worse condition than any carb you
will have to work on. There is no way this one came off a "working tractor". There are always
tractors being parted-out on ebay, so that is the best way to get decent original carbs. This one
is missing the choke shaft, and judging by the hole where the shaft should be, it will need new
shaft bushings. The inside does not look any better. What's left of the choke plate assembly
was rattling around inside the carb. The main mixture screw is frozen, and the carb body screws
were rusted in place. Using the proper size screwdriver, I did manage to coax all four body
screws out, without damaging the heads. The throttle plate and shaft are brass, so those came
out easy. The main nozzle on this carb was so rotten, it snapped off when I tried to loosen it.
None of the jets would come out either. I had to drill them all, pick the threads out, and run a tap
in every hole. The other carb used in this step-by-step is hopefully much more typical of any
carbs you will be working on. B1â€”If you are certain the carb came off a working tractor, get a
piece of paper and take some notes. Count turns as you screw the main mixture and idle
mixture screws in until they bottom in the holes. Don't force them, but make sure you are at the
limit of travel. Write down those adjustments for info. The main mixture screw is very long. We
are removing it now, so it won't get bent later. B2â€”Check the idle speed screw. In this case,
count turns OUT until the throttle plate is completely closed. That is often hard to get exactly.
Don't worry about it too much. B3â€”Check the choke and throttle shafts for side play in the
carb body. If they are tight, there is no need to disassemble and remove them. The seals can be
picked out and replaced without removing the shafts. If either shaft has enough wear to be
loose, new bushings may need to be installed in the carb body. This requires drilling the casting
out to accept the new bushings. If the shafts need to come out, snap photos to document how
the plates, screws, and choke springs fit. Carefully remove two screws that hold each plate to
the shaft. Pick a new, sharp or specially ground screwdriver that fits tightly in the screw slot.
Hold the screwdriver firmly and squarely in the slot and apply just enough force to break the
screws loose. Sometimes things will come loose easier if they are first tightened very slightly.
Once screws are out, remove the plates, and slide the shafts out. It may be best to assume the
carb you are working on has already been rebuilt several times with a wide variety of skill or
care. Many carbs rebuilt by previous owners will not have been properly and completely
cleaned. Putting new parts in a dirty carb often does not have the desired results. Watch for
screw slots that have already been damaged by using the wrong size screwdriver. Some
damaged parts can be salvaged. Fasteners such as carb body screws may have been stripped
and drilled out for oversize hardware. B4â€”Carefully pry the shaft seals out of the holes with a
Pick Tool. The choke shaft seal is a felt washer. The throttle shaft should have a neoprene seal.
Sometimes the seals will be behind a metal retainer. Remove the washer seal where the main
mixture screw went into the carb. B5â€”Carefully unscrew the fuel elbow fitting. This fitting is
soft and easily bent. I keep a few old fuel line fitting nuts around so I can twist one in the elbow
to help support the fitting before putting a wrench on it. Put the wrench inboard as close to the
carb as you can get it. The fitting should have a fuel screen on the inside end. If not, make sure

it isn't broken off and wadded up inside the carb. B6â€”Time to remove the carb top. Four
corner screws secure the top. Select or grind a screwdriver that fits snug in the slot and hold it
in place firmly so you don't damage the screws. These usually come out easy. You may need to
pry around the edge a bit to separate the bottom half of the carb from the gasket material. You
want the gasket to stay with the top of the carb if possible. We will see why in a minute. The
float assembly is mostly below the gasket, but it's hinged to the top, so there is less chance of
bending something if it all comes out still attached to the carb top. B7â€”Flip the top over and
remove the float hinge pin, float, venturi, and peel the gasket off. Pay close attention to how the
venturi round thing in the middle is installed in the carb top through the gasket. C1â€”At this
point there is still some disassembly to do, but my workbench is covered in dirt, grime, and bits
of old paint. I want to start cleaning the carb, and can't do that right without first cleaning the
work area. Spray some carb cleaner in the carb halves and place them where they can soak a
bit. Clean up sorting good parts from stuff that will be replaced. I keep all of the old parts until
I'm done and don't throw away any parts that appear usable, even if I'm sure they will be
replaced. Might need them for the next carb. C2â€”Before taking them back to the workbench,
get the carb halves and other parts as clean as you can inside and out. Use solvents, scrapers,
elbow grease, and compressed air in whatever quantity seems appropriate. Drop all the small
parts into a glass jar, add some carb cleaner and cap it. Then you can slosh them around gently
every time you walk past the workbench. C3â€”The remaining disassembly is necessary. Some
skip it, but it's impossible to get all those little passages completely clean without removing the
Main Nozzle and jets. One bit of gum, varnish, or crud left in those passages WILL prevent the
rebuilt carb from performing properly. C4â€”The carb kits usually have a new float seat so
remove that Using special tool No. This special tool needs to be wide enough to catch both
slots in the Float Valve Seat. It's also nice if it has a pin to keep it centered. An old flat file or a
very big screwdriver is a good start for this tool. I have used something as simple as a dime
gripped in a pair of vice grips, but a properly-fitted special tool works much better.
C5â€”Removing the Main Nozzle is a bit obvious. Look down in the hole with a brite light and
make sure there is a jet installed. It will come out using the proper size screwdriver. Soak the
area in PB Blaster first. Let the PB Blaster work for as long as you can. It may be best to let the
PB Blaster work overnight. The proper screwdriver will have a flat blade no wider than the shaft.
The shaft and blade should fit snugly in the hole and in the jet slots. There is no substitute for a
screwdriver specially-ground to fit. Careful even pressure will release the soft metal jet from the
threads in the carb casting without damage. The idea is to remove the jet without having to drill
and tap the remains out after wringing the top off. Toss them in the jar of small parts and give it
another swirl. C7â€”The other two jets are in the carb top. The Idle Jet is easily visible near the
float seat. Similar to removing the Main Jet, you need to use the correct size screwdriver that
will reach it. Look down in there first to see if your carb even has this jet. If not, no problem, just
run a tap into the hole and make sure there are good clean threads for a new jet. You should not
be making new threads, just cleaning out threads that are already there. C9â€”If the shafts were
very loose you may need to drill and install new bushings. Most of the wear is often in the shaft,
so new shafts and seals might be all you need. If the hole is noticably oval, new bushings are
required. Bushings are not provided in kits, but are available separately. D1â€”Repeat the entire
cleaning process. Soaking in solvent will loosen some deposits then a combination of
rodding-out and air pressure should thoroughly clean the passages. Cleaning is absolutely the
most critical part of any carb rebuild, and where most failures occur. A friend suggested
soaking carbs in vinegar for a few days, then soaking in mineral spirits for a few days. That's
certainly a lot less expensive than soaking in carb cleaner. I pulled the pieces out a couple of
times, to brush away loose paint and dirt. The carb I used to test this process was the really
nasty one pictured above. That is not a fair test, but I was still pleased with the result. Do rinse
thoroughly, until all vinegar smell is completely gone, or the carb will immediately start rusting
again. D2â€”Some of the passages in these carbs may never have been completely drilled out
and many of the jets being provided in kits are the wrong size for a Ford tractor. What we want
to do is thoroughly clean the carb, and fix anything that may have been wrong. Never assume
the carb was right to begin with, especially with aftermarket replacements. Many of the
replacement carbs may not have been made for a Ford tractor. D3â€”Some people find it
necessary to remove the casting plugs to clean and check some passages. I have found that the
holes in these carbs can be cleaned working without removing plugs. The shop manual says
not to use anything harder than copper wire to clean passages. That may be true for an original
carb that was built to specifications, but completely false for many replacements. Each passage
must be larger than the jet that goes in there, or the passage will restrict flow more than the jet.
All of the passages need to be checked, cleaned and possibly drilled out to a size that is larger
than the jet. D4â€”A selection of old wire guitar string in various thicknesses comes in handy

for cleaning out passages. It's stiff enough to poke through there, flexible enough to go around
corners, and the wire-wound exterior makes a great rasp to help clean out passages. Bending a
slight turn in the leading end of the wire will help get it around corners. D5â€”Jet Info - Some
rebuilders are convinced that specific sizes for jets work better, but the simple fact is that these
carbs had a wide variety of "standard" jet sizes over the many years these tractors were built,
and all carbs are basically interchangeable for all 9N, 2N, and 8N tractors. The rebuild kits have
introduced even more variations. Unless you are buying a lot more parts than you need, you are
going to be stuck with two choices, the jets that came in the carb or the ones provided in a
rebuild kit. The sizes listed in bold text above are the original TSX spec. After way too many
hours researching jet sizes, then rebuilding and testing a few carbs, it seems that almost any
size jets can be used. The engine will still start, adjust, and run well. These are
pressure-balanced type carbs, so the engine draws what it needs at the ratio you adjust using
the Idle Mixture and Main Mixture screws. I consider the two bold values as minimum and
maximum sizes for each jet. The main complaint with these carbs seems to be an idle adjuster
that has no effect on the engine, even with the idle screw completely out! This may be due to
not understanding how the idle mixture screw works on these carbs. This is an idle "air"
adjustment, so it works backwards from practically any other carb on the planet. Don't
under-size the idle jet or fail to rod out and open the idle fuel passages. The B spec for idle jet is
definitely a minimum size to make sure the engine can pull sufficient fuel thru the idle passages.
Alcohol blended fuel throws another wrench into the works because the alcohol part is only
about half as volatile as gasoline. This would suggest that our fuel jets need to be getting a little
bigger as alcohol percentage increases. This isn't a huge issue. So, without getting too excited
about it, I always check jet hole sizes and try to make sure the Idle jet is at least 0. Any jet
significantly larger than 0. Any jet smaller than the minimum sizes listed in bold can be drilled
out using a pin vise and the appropriate bit. Use drill bits to check sizes, and the correct tool to
fix them is ready to go. Update: You probably have a limited collection of jets to choose from.
Too big is much better than too small. The carb can be tuned to run ok with just about any size
that isn't too small. The chart below is provided in the event something did not come apart as it
should. Occasionally, things will be so corroded the only option is to drill out the old material,
and pick threads clear. I usually run the correct size tap in each threaded hole as part of the
cleaning process even when things come apart with no trouble. Most of these carbs have been
rebuilt several times by now with the quality of work all over the place. E1â€”Before we start
putting things back together, these are soft brass parts going into a cast iron carb body. Most
things like jets only need to be snugged down. No need to be a gorilla and wring the threads out
of something. E2â€”Install the correct jet into each hole. I've found this is usually nearly
impossible to get wrong. Start with the top cover. The Idle Jet is a larger thread and will be the
only jet that will thread into the idle jet hole, next to the float seat. The Economizer jet and the
Power jet are threaded the same, but the larger head on the Power jet should not allow it to drop
into the hole in the top cover where the Economizer jet goes. Put the economizer jet in and snug
it in place. With those installed, that leaves only the Power jet which goes in the lower half of the
carb under the Main Nozzle. E3â€”Install the new float seat with the correct gasket usually red
color. This is where you will need Special Tool No. All of the new float seats I've installed
seemed very hard to get all the way down. They go in a few threads and then get difficult. I did
some checking and believe this is another of those issues caused by replacement parts from
China that just don't fit. The threads in the carb for the float seat are an obsolete thread
specification. I believe the new seats are being made with a thread spec that is "close" but not
exactly right. This would explain why the new seats start to bind after a few turns. Make sure the
seat is all the way in and tight on it's gasket. Then drop the float needle into the seat, set the top
gasket on, and hang the float in place with the pivot pin. Some floats and valves will use a small
clip to help the float pull the valve out of the seat. E3â€”Check the float adjustment while
holding the top of carb upside down. The manual says the top of the float should be between 0.
If you cut your own gaskets, make sure you take any change of gasket thickness into account.
The flutes mess me up. There was once a goâ€”no-go float setting gauge, but I have not found
one of those. Make sure the float pivot pin hasn't slid off one side. If the seat is tight, with the
correct seal under it, the carb float should not require bending to get the correct height. I
usually end up straightening any bending the previous rebuilder may have done. Changing the
float height is not recommended, but if you are so inclined, remember this adjustment is being
made upside down. So if you raise the float more clearance this will actually be a lower float
setting when you flip the top over and assemble the carb. E4â€”Install the Main Nozzle with a
gasket that looks similar to the one that went under the float seat, but slightly smaller. Snug the
Main Nozzle down with the deep socket. E5â€”Place the venturi into the top cover gasket. The
tapered part should be at the top when the carb is assembled. E6â€”Once you have that figured

out place the top cover on and start a couple of screws. Check the venturi again making sure
the tapered part is still on top. If ok, continue installing cover screws and tighten them in stages
to gradually snug the cover down. E7â€”If you took the shafts out, reassemble shafts, plates,
shaft seals, and finally install the mixture adjustment screws. TIP: This is something that is
more likely to be a problem with other vehicles, where the carb mounts on top of the engine.
This is still good advice for any carb work. I've never had one of those little screws in the
throttle plates come loose, but I have seen what a small screw like that can do to the inside of a
cylinder. Once you have the throttle plates centered and screws tight. Flip the throttle or choke
plate open. Hopefully the screws have at least one thread out past the back side of the shaft. If
so, it only takes a second to crimp the screws with a pair of pliers. Sort of like setting a rivet,
Pinch the screw so that last thread is slightly deformed. Now the screws cannot back out on
their own. If the screws are too short to crimp, I start rummaging in my spare parts for
replacements that are longer. If that isn't an option, Loctite, or even a dab of epoxy, might be
used for insurance. Absolutely no way do we want to give those screws any chance to rattle
loose and get sucked into the engine! Optimized for Firefox. All Tradenames and Trademarks
referred to on these web pages are the property of their respective trademark holders. None of
these trademark holders are affiliated with this web site, nor is this site sponsored or endorsed
by them in any way. All email addresses for this web site are set to agressively block ALL
unsolicited ad
fiat 500 owners forum
2014 dodge challenger owners manual
1998 econoline van
vertising, sales pitches, nuisance web service offers, and other spam messages. I do not, and
will not respond to the few that manage to make it thru the filters. If you have any questions, or
problems with this site, please send me a message:. Optimized for Firefox All Tradenames and
Trademarks referred to on these web pages are the property of their respective trademark
holders. When drilling out old jets or anything else in the carb, there is already a centering hole,
so it is fairly easy to keep the drill centered. We still need to stay completely square and
perpendicular to the item being drilled. If you have a drill press, some have an accessory vise
that can be used to clamp the carb body square to the bit. If you don't have access to shop
equipment like that, these carb parts can be carefully drilled-out by hand. It helps that the
material being removed is usually softer than the casting around it. Start with a small bit, and
work up to the tap bit size indicated for that hole.

